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Abstract

A generalization of the classical state minimization
of a Finite State Machine �FSM� is described� The
FSM is minimized here in two dimensions� numbers
of both input symbols and internal states are mini�
mized in an iterative sequence of input minimizatio�
and state minimization procedures� For each machine
in the sequence of FSMs created by the algorithm an
equivalent FSM is found that attempts to minimize the
state assignment by selecting in each cell of the tran�
sition map one successor state from the set of suc�
cessors� This approach leads to a partitioned realiza�
tion of the FSM with an input encoder� Our e�cient
branch�and�bound program� FMINI� produces an exact
minimum result for each component minimization pro�
cess and a globally quasi�minimum solution to the en�
tire two�dimensional ��D� FSM process of state mini�
mization and state assignment�

� Introduction
Several problems related to synthesis� veri�cation

and testability of networks of FSMs require check�
ing the compatibility of states� detecting unreachable
states� and making maximum use of sequential don�t
cares� One of the processes used to verify and op�
timize hardware�realized machines with compatible
states and don�t cares is state minimization� State
minimization has recently received considerable atten�
tion ��� �� �� ��	� but only a few FSM minimizing pro�
grams have been written ��� �� �� ��	� State minimiz�
ers are also included in the new U�C� Berkeley system�
SIS�

The idea of minimizing states and columns of an
FSM concurrently was described by Grasselli and Luc�
cio �
� �	� They show additional minimization capabil�
ities of this approach with respect to standard state
minimization� While ��	 formulates the problem and
gives examples but does not give the solution method�
�
	 gives a complete exact� nearly exhaustive algorithm
which has been� however� not programmed� It is our
feeling that if programmed� their method would be
very ine�cient� The approach from �
	 also does not
use the input encoder design method� presented below�
which is derived from two�dimensional minimization�
They are also not concerned with state assignment�

The idea of combining stages of state minimization
and state assignment was originally proposed for ap�
proximate design of asynchronous machines by Hall�
bauer �	� The �rst exact algorithm for synchronous

machines was presented in ��	 but was limited to � �
� tables� The state minimization was considered to�
gether with state assignment by Kannan and Sarma
��	� but they just used separate programs in a se�
quence� The fastest dedicated method for concurrent
state minimization and assignment from Hachtel et al
��	� is based on a special cost function and mapping�
However� their methods do not use �D minimization�

No other papers on generalizations of the FSM min�
imization problem and especially their computer real�
izations are known to the authors�

The original contribution of this paper is the exten�
sion� combination� and implementation of four ideas
that have been little studied until now� ��� Two�
dimensional minimization� ��� The problem of se�
lection of next states from a group of equivalent next
states� while a �nal machine is created from the closed
and complete set of compatibles ���� �	� �
� Con�
current state minimization and state assignment� ���
Flip�	op type choice� An Assignment process opti�
mized for other than D �ip��ops and selection of the
optimum type of �ip��op for each excitation function
��	�

� The Two�Dimensional Minimization
Method for Finite State Machines

The �D minimization process combines the mini�
mization�assignment of the internal states with that
of the input states� Each state or input minimiza�
tion�assignment process is performed independently�
but such processes are executed in an iterative se�
quence until no better machine is found� Such an ap�
proach leads to a partitioned realization of the FSM
with an input encoder �Fig� ���

Next states from columns of a state table are com�
binable when all of the corresponding next states and
outputs are consistent� Such states can be merged�
If all pairs of states from two columns can be merged�
those entire columns can be combined to a single col�
umn� We attempt to combine all columns to as few
groups as possible� where the groups do not overlap�
The merging occurs more frequently when there are
many don�t care terms in internal state transitions
and outputs� The process of creating a partition of
the minimum number of non�overlapping cliques of
columns we call the input minimization process� Note
that input minimization tries to combine the columns
of the FSM table� while state minimization tries to



combine the rows of this table� The possibility of in�
put minimization is also considered for each of the new
state tables created by a state minimization process�
Following each input or state minimization procedure�
the program tests whether further minimization is
possible� The optimal solution actually includes two
parts� the optimal input column partitioning �OM�
CCI� and the optimal closed and complete covering
�OMCCP�� These are the last input column partition�
ing and the minimal closed and complete state cover�
ing created when further minimization is impossible�
FMINI�our program which implements these al�

gorithms� produces an exact minimum result for
each component minimization process� and a globally
quasi�minimum solution to the two�dimensional prob�
lem�

Input minimization in FMINI is equivalent to the
clique partitioning problem� which is NP�hard but
has several very e�cient algorithms� It can be also
reduced to graph coloring ���	� State minimization
in FMINI is reduced to a sequence of two NP�hard
problems� the generation of all cliques �all compati�
bles�� and the covering
closure problem of internal
states with compatibles ���	� The generation of com�
patibles is done by a modi�ed algorithm of Sto�ers
���	� which generates at the same time all compatibles
implied by those groups ���	� The exact method from
��	 cannot be used for machines with very large sets
of compatibles� while the approach based on graph�
coloring and closed graph�coloring can� Because of
limited space� the branch�and�bound search algorithm
of FMINI is not presented here �see ��� ��� �
� ��	��
FMINI uses a weighted cost function to decide

if the search on a certain branch �set of compatible
groups� should be retained or not ���	� The weighted
cost function CF�S� of a solution set S of compatible
groups �CG� in the FSM state minimization is�

CF �S� � fa� � CARD�A�

a� �
X

Sj � S

CARD�Sj�g ���

In formula ���� A represents a set of all the internal
states of a certain FSM� CARD is the number of ele�
ments in the set� a� and a� are coe�cients� The �rst
component of ��� corresponds to the minimization of
the number of states and the second component to the
minimization of the transition functions� which is in
turn expressed by the minimization of the number of
states that occur in more than one CG� This leads to
the maximization of the don�t care terms in Boolean
functions when the machine is minimized� its inter�
nal states are assigned with codes� and the excitation
functions are �nally found� If coe�cient a� �� a��
the solution is selected which has the minimum sec�
ond component among all machines with the minimum
number of states� When set SMAX can be calculated�
coe�cients a� and a� from formula ��� are described
by the following formulas�

a� �
�

CARD�A�
and a� ���

In the above formula� set SMAX denotes the set of all
compatible groups�

This formulation is lacking in other programs �ex�
cept for ��	� and leads to improved quality of as�
signments in FMINI� It has special advantages in
two�dimensional ��D� minimization� It can be eas�
ily veri�ed on examples from �
� �	 that while a ma�
chine state�minimized according to Grasselli�Luccio�s
method cannot be input�minimized �the case of row
reduction preventing column reduction�� the same ma�
chine state�minimized according to our approach can
be still input�minimized leading to the global mini�
mum solution�

A set of compatible groups is said to overlap if the
same elements appear in di�erent groups of this set�
The idea of our state minimization method is to min�
imize the overlap at every stage� This leaves more
don�t cares for state�input minimizations� Moreover�
this retains more don�t cares for subsequent processes�
which allows for better results during the state assign�
ment and logic minimization processes�

A feasible solution that has the lowest cost� CF� is
called the exact solution� The �nal state table with
the exact minimum number of states� equivalent to
the table before this state minimization� can be easily
found from it� but better results are obtained if the
next�state selection is taken into account �see ���	 and
section 
 of this paper� In ��	� this is called mapping�

Table � shows an initial state table of a Mealy ma�
chine� After the �rst Input Minimization� the new
state table� Table �� is produced from it� Next� State
Minimization produces Table 
 from Table �� Finally�
the next Input Minimization produces Table �� which
cannot be further minimized� More details of this pro�
cess can be found in ���� ��� �
	�

� The Next State Selection and State
Assignment Process

For each transition with more than one successor
�the so�called �non�univocal transitions� ��	�� one of
the �non�unique� next states is selected to simplify
the state assignment� The method presented here is
quite similar to those from ���� �	� but it sacri�ces
quality of the solution for the speed of creation� For
every �non�univocal state table� �called also a rela�
tional transition graph�� only some subset of proper
partitions is calculated� as in ���	� and their excitation
functions individually tested�

For simpli�cation� we will explain the method on an
example from ���	� Fig� �a presents an FSM table af�
ter combining in the initial table the rows from closed
compatibles found in search� For simpli�cation� the
role of outputs �which is taken into account in ��� ��	�
is not discussed here� The corresponding non�univocal
state table is shown in Fig� �b� as an example of how
this is derived� state � is included in groups A and C� so
ii is replaced with set fA�Cg as next states in the new
table� This new table is now evaluated for a subset
of partitions� Suppose that partition �� � fAB� CDg
is tested and it is assumed that block AB is encoded
with � and block CD with �� If a single state exists
in a cell of the table� then it is replaced with corre�



sponding code of this state from this partition� For
instance� state A with � and state D with �� If the
cell includes states from one block then these states
are replaced with the code of this block� for instance
states A�B are replaced with � and states C�D with ��
If the group includes states from various blocks� it is
replaced by a don�t care� For each selected �i the in�
dividual excitation functions are calculated� given the
type of the �ip��op Qi corresponding to this partition�
This may be a D� T or JK �ip��op� which type is just
assumed� or selected for the least cost of excitation
functions for above types of �ip��ops ��	� The excita�
tion function f��i� is approximately minimized with
Espresso�mv fast logic minimizer and its cost is cal�
culated� Fig� �c�d�e presents calculations for D type
�ip��ops� For �� �Fig� �c� the minimized function is
SCx � SA�Bxy � SAy of cost � � 
 � � � �� �We
use here the notation of multiple�valued input switch�
ing functions ��	�� For �� �Fig� �d� the minimized
function is x � SBy of cost � � � � 
� For �� �Fig�
�e� the minimized function is SB � SA�By of cost �
� � � 
� A set of partitions is selected that satis�es
two conditions� ��� the product of the partitions is
a zero�partition ����	� ��� their total cost is minimum
��	�� In our example� the partitions �� and �� with a
total cost of � are selected� Assignment with such par�
titions �Fig� �f� allows us to create a Boolean relation
that has many don�t cares in transitions and only few
non�univocal transitions other than don�t cares� For
our example� the only such non�univocal transitions
are ��C� ��� � f��� ��g� and ��B� ��� � f��� ��g�
�� denotes the transition relation�� A special approx�
imate fast Boolean relation minimizer is now applied
to this function� which leads to the selection of �� in
��B� ��� and of �� in ��C� ���� This produces the
solution� D� � Q� x � x y� D� � Q� x � Q� y
of cost �� This entire process is executed whenever a
new OMCCP S is found with a better �or in another
variant� not worse� value of CF�S�� Several heuristics
are added to make the process more e�cient�

� The Input Logic Encoding Process

As discussed in sect��� the product implicants �rep�
resented as cubes� of primary input variables are ac�
cumulated in lists corresponding to the columns of the
state table� For instance� in Table �� input columnX�

corresponds to cube ���� input column X��� to cubes
��� and ���� and input column X����� to cubes ����
���� and ���� Since the primary inputs Xi are divided
into three distinguishable groups in the solution set�
the outputs of the encoder �the secondary inputs of
the FSM� should have at least � bits� denoted here
by n and m� This encoding could use any kind of
code� Some minimizing possibilities result also from
the state assignment process to select this code� but it
is beyond the topic of this paper� The code generated
for our case is shown in Table � The Boolean mini�
mizer Espresso�mv is called to �nd the quasi�minimal
logic equations of the input encoder quickly� Assum�
ing the code from Table � and primary input signals

a� b� c the logic equations of the encoder are as follows�

m � a c � b c � n � a c � a b�

� Evaluation of FMINI
The FMINI program has been tried on more than

�� FSM examples with � or less internal states and ��
inputs� The results of these trials show that FMINI
can handle large scale machines� Some statistical re�
sults of using FMINI for minimization of real life cir�
cuits described initially in a high level parallel behav�
ioral language ADL are presented in Table �� Two�
dimensional minimization gives essential size and area
improvements for machines with many �more than

��� don�t cares in their outputs �Table ���

� Conclusion
The concept of �D FSM minimization�assignment�

implemented here for the �rst time� is a useful de�
sign alternative for machines with many don�t cares
and compatible states� It allows us to minimize ma�
chines in two dimensions� which for some machines
leads to further area minimizationwith respect to one�
dimensional minimization� It should be included in
comprehensive design automation systems as one of
several� script�selected� design methods� Since it is
fast� it can be tried on every designed machine with�
out sacri�cing much design time� Although each com�
ponent minimization process in the sequence of input
and state minimization procedures is exact� there exist
examples ��	� which prove that our �nal machine is not
an exact optimum� since minimization in one dimen�
sion can prevent the minimization in the other one�
We are� therefore� working on an exact algorithm for
the �D minimization problem formulated by Grasselli
and Luccio�
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